
Force01  

Rescue tool update 

LARGEST ORDER EVER 1300 PCE´S TO JAPAN 

At end of 2018 Ferno Norden received an order from Ferno Japan for our product 

Force Rescue tool. The tool itself is manufactured in Sweden since late 60th´s and at 

the time it was a mandatory equipment in Swedish ambulances and firetrucks. It was (I 

and still is!) the simplicity of the product that attracted the customer of Ferno Japan 

where you can handle it in a rescue situation without any need for working infra-

structure adding only one thing: manual labor ! 

In the event of a catastrophe like an earthquake or a flooding it is important to have a 

reliable tool ready for use and in an area where electricity doesn´t work, the Force01 

rescue tool still is reliable and can help saving lives.  

 

DELIVERING ON PROMISE  

In a good year Ferno Norden (Ferno Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland) sell 400-

500 pce of the Force Rescue tool. Often in batches of 10-50 to around the world. Pro-

duction is done according to old blueprints and production methods where it is the 

quality and hardness that is the most important. 

So with such a big order we had to plan really closely to meet the deadline; 1300 axes 

in Tokyo on the 19:th of December 2019. The manufacturer  Finnspång Allmekano 

assigned their main production leader Christian to this project. This small company 

delivers precision made steel products to large companies like f.i. ABB but also to high 

tech companies in space industry that requires highest quality.  

ON SITE MEETING WITH FERNO JAPAN  

In August we were honored to have Ferno Japan at a site visit at the manufacturer in 

the small community of  Finspång to have a look at the manufacturing process, to test 

the products ability to penetrate and cut 2 mm steel plate and also meeting the owner 

and CEO Kurt Thunberg. We had a great day and evening together and it all worked out 

well. With great preplanning of production of parts and doing some overtime on week-

ends during autumn they managed to get 650 axes on a ship arriving Tokyo on the 

17:th of December and the remaining 650 axes were sent by airfreight arriving on the 

same date! 
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Force 01 painted in red  for a 

fire  department. 

Force 01 complete with harness, 

axe and holder 



To be sure that no damage would be done to the covering packages we decided to 

store all readymade axes in a locked and heated container at the manufacturing site. 

We optimized and gave packaging instructions to be sure that the transportation to 

Tokyo would be hassle-free. We used pellets and collars as you can see from the pic-

ture here to the left to protect the goods and each pellet weigh about 420 kg. All to-

gether the full load of axe´s was almost 10 ton´s! 

“The diversity of the Force Rescue Tool for any of our Emergency Service Providers assures that they are prepared 
for any scenario that they come across in the line of duty to save lives. The longevity and durability of the Force 
Rescue Tool reflects the highest quality and design plus the rapid use capability ensures that the rescue mission is 
not delayed as time matters when lives are at risk.”             Brent Fairweather Ferno Rescue Group Director  

A product with pedigree 

Attention to details 

During the years since 

the first Force axe 

were produced some 

changes has of course 

been done but mainly 

cosmetic ones. The 

tool is still as robust 

even though manufac-

turing techniques have 

improved and changed 

a bit over the years. 

However, the axe is 

still manufactured in 

Finspång following the 

same drawings by the 

inventor Sixten 

Hagqvist as the first 

one. 

 

 

Even though the reso-

lution of the images to 

the left is poor it shows 

a bit of the DNA that 

this product has: Made 

out of the  belief that 

in the hardest situa-

tions, to save lives,  

you need a reliable 

manual tool. 

Today there are a lot of 

battery driven similar 

tools on the market 

but none of them has 

the same   quality and  

if  infrastructure fails 

you only have to have 

food yourself to make 

this tool work!  
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Blueprint for axe claw. 

Article in Arbetet News 1971 



Final inspection 

Before delivery to end custom-

er, the axes were tested, meas-

ured and controlled. To be sure 

that all could be handled Ferno 

Japan also took the precaution 

to order an extra 40 axes if 

anything should go wrong or 

some of the products wouldn´t 

have the right finish. 

All products were proven to be 

as promised with perfect finish 

when delivered to Japanese 

police department later on in  

January 2020! 

Here you see some pictures 

kindly sent to us from Ferno 

Japan showing the scrutiny  

of controlling the delivery to-

gether with the end customer 

in Tokyo. 

 

Technical specifications: 

1. Main parts AXE and Claw:  

Swedish special Boron steel , 

 45 HRC ( Rockwell harness) 

2.Grip part: 

Neoprene synthetic rubber, safety 

voltage resistance 10.000 Volt. 

3. Stand part: 

3 mm Aluminum, strength 40 G, 

4. Belt and other accessories part: 

Belt in polyester, tensile strength  

30 KN,  Load resistance for D ring , 

hook and adjuster buckle 20kn. 

5. Pin part: 

Stainless steel. 

 

Weight: 6 kg, 
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We normally have about 50 tools in stock at all times but for larger orders we 

need to  plan production together with our manufacturer. Hardening process-

es for some of the parts  but also production of harness  and the assembly 

itself is a slow process. It requires a real  craftmanship  to make the tool  in 

the proper way. So with that said  we can  with good planning produce about 

150-200/ month  however that is the limit without working weekends for the  

manufacturer in Finspång. 

1 PCE Force Rescue Tool complete  627 EUR / 775 USD  

100 PCE     571 EUR / 705 USD   

 

For an offer or  further questions please contact  our sales department in  

Norway by mail to: fno@fernonorden.com 
Read more here:   
www.fernonorden.no/english/produkter-1/tools-and-equipment/force-rescue-tool-complete  

Contact information Ferno Norden Group 

Ferno  Norden Group is 

focusing on prehospital 

products and rescue equip-

ment.  The group i.e. well  

established  since many 

years on the Norwegian, 

Swedish, Danish and Finnish 

markets . HK is in Skoppum 

in Norway  where  we also 

have our  main storage  

facility. 

Outside view of Ferno Norden Group HK in Skoppum Norway 
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